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ABSTRACT: Development of a simple and efficient
methodology to control the placement, spacing, and
alignment of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
is essential for nanotechnology device application. Building
on the growing understanding that the strong π−π
interaction between the bases of single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) and CNTs is sufficient not only to drive CNT
solubility in water but also to stabilize individual nanotubes
against clustering in aqueous solution, a new motif for
functionalizing DNA origami (DO) with CNTs is
demonstrated. CNTs solubilized via wrapping with
ssDNA react with DO constructs displaying linear arrays
of ssDNA, leading to immobilization of the CNTs onto
the DO scaffold. This study demonstrates the immobiliza-
tion of ssDNA-wrapped CNTs at specific positions on
single DO constructs. Furthermore, multiple DO con-
structs assembled into extended one-dimensional arrays
have been used to successfully align pairs of CNTs
exceeding 500 nm in length in a parallel orientation. This
result provides a simplified, alternative approach to
immobilization of CNTs with programmed spacing and
orientation.

Since their discovery in the early 1990s,1 single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) have become one of the most

attractive known allotropes of carbon due to their extraordinarily
low density, high tensile strength, and unique thermal, electrical,
and optical properties.2 SWCNTs are essentially graphene sheets
rolled into a hollow cylindrical shape; they are particularly
remarkable for the tunablility of their physical properties based
on the type of tube that is formed. Notable is the potential for
very high aspect ratio. Nanometer-diameter tubes with lengths as
long as 18.5 cm can be grown.3 Based on helicity and diameter,
CNTs can be semiconductors or metallic, as desired for different
applications.4 Semiconductor CNTs are used as components for
charge-transfer applications in sensors, solar cells, and field
emission displays, whereas metallic CNTs can also be used in
electronic devices and as fillers in CNT composite materials.5

The solubility of CNTs in common solvents, and the clustering
and formation of aggregates due to π−π interactions, are major
barriers to harnessing CNTs’ properties to the fullest.
Aggregation of unmodified CNTs leads to changes in optical
and electronic properties and hence impedes practical
applications.6

Concurrent with these challenges and advancements in CNT
chemistry, DNA-based nanotechnology has been gaining

importance due to its wide range of applications in fields of
science including medicine, chemistry, energy, communications,
physical science, and materials science.7 In the past decade, a
scaffolded DNA nanoarchitecture called “DNA origami” (DO)
has opened a new domain for the design and formation of
numerous two-dimensional nanostructures.8 Such DNA struc-
tures provide flexible platforms that, through simple modifica-
tions, can accommodate various biologically relevant molecules
such as proteins9 and enzymes10 or other functional materials
such as metal nanoparticles,11 quantum dots,12 and, as shown in
this and other studies,13−15 CNTs.
For these reasons, combined utilization of CNTs and DO is of

great interest to many researchers and technologists. Methods
for alignment of CNTs in desired networks would facilitate the
assembly of highly efficient nanoscale electronic devices. Xu et al.
report developments in alignment of CNTs using DNA
hybridization for application in field effect transistors and other
devices.16−19 Though there have been many reports of other
techniques to align CNTs, such as layer-by-layer,20,21 Langmuir−
Blodgett,21 spin-coating,22 and microcontact printing,23 there
has not been much experimental success in achieving alignment
at the single-molecule level. To the best of our knowledge, only
two approaches to the self-assembly of CNTs onto DO
nanostructures have been reported. Zhao and Maune et al.
separately reported on alignment of SWCNTs onto DO utilizing
DNA−DNA hybridization,13,14 and Eskelinen et al. developed a
binding method using the streptavidin−biotin interaction.15

Both of these approaches are very important because they
provide highly orthogonal methods for directing CNT place-
ment; however, multiple processing steps and specific DNA
modifications are required, and only moderate yield is
obtained.13−15 In comparison to other lithographic protocols,
such as dip-pen and electron beam lithography, DNA-directed
molecular self-assembly may provide an efficient and cost-
effective alternative. However, various problems must be
addressed, including accuracy in alignment, low yield, and
reproducibility.
Aqueous solubilization of CNTs is a prerequisite for the

interaction of CNTs with DO templates. Chemical modification
of CNTs can be used to improve CNT solubility in water and
limit aggregation, but such modifications can impact the
electrical and optical properties of the tubes.24 Another method
to improve the solubility is non-covalent interaction of CNTs
with materials such as surfactants,25 organic polymers,26 and
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA).27 These modifications, in some
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cases, preserve the original properties of the CNTs without any
permanent alteration. Therefore, we have adapted the ssDNA
wrapping technique to disperse and separate the CNTs used in
this study. The aromatic bases of ssDNA wrap around the CNT
surface, which is enabled via π−π bonding, and the anionic
phosphate group enhances CNT solubility, leading to the
formation of highly soluble DNA-coated CNTs.27−29 Unoccu-
pied surface regions of DNA-coated CNTs, vacated through
equilibrium processes or strand displacement processes, can
serve as non-covalent binding sites to allow immobilization of the
CNTs onto DO platforms, presenting ssDNA-rich areas of the
uncomplemented plasmid backbone.
We report here a very simple method, utilizing the

mechanisms described above, to immobilize the CNTs onto
DO templates. We used different shapes of DO, such as single
rectangular DO (srDO), single cross DO (scDO), and one-
dimensional (1D) arrays of cross DO (1DcDO) structures, for
this study. Single and 1D DOs were prepared with their edges
consisting of ssDNA. Two different lengths of SWCNTs (short,
∼92 ± 24 nm; long, 314 ± 249 nm) were wrapped with ssDNA
(GT20) and T40 respectively, using reported protocols.30,14 By
thermal annealing, we were able to self-assemble the CNTs onto
DO with a moderate yield. 1DcDO was used to align pairs of
CNTs in excess of 500 nm long at fixed separation and in parallel
orientation. This method does not require the DNAmodification
steps or gel purification necessary in the other reported
protocols.
Nanotube and DNA Origami Components. Solubiliza-

tion of CNTs in aqueous solution using DNA wrapping is a
simple and cost-effective technique, requiring minimal instru-
mentation to dissolve and, more importantly, separate single
CNTs from bundles. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of
the short SWCNTs are shown in Figure 1a. Without DNA
treatment, these CNTs precipitate rapidly from aqueous
solutionsthe ones shown here have been solubilized using
(GT)20 ssDNA. AFM image analysis indicates that the lengths
range from 68 to 116 nm. The long 6,5-SWCNTs were dissolved
using T40 ssDNA strands (Figure 1b) and display a range of
lengths from 65 to 563 nm.
We used m13mp18 ssDNA plasmid (7249 bp) and short

complementary DNA staple strands to program the shape of the
DO as starting materials for all three DO variants. In all cases,
preformed DO and prewrapped CNTs were mixed and
reannealed in a thermocycler from 45 to 20 °C at the rate of 1
°C/h in order to achieve site-specific immobilization. We
designed 97 nm × 72 nm srDO with a 22 nm × 26 nm landmark

window in the center, as can be seen in the AFM topography
image in Figure 1c. Two rectangular (97 nm × 38 nm) tiles
formed from a single plasmid bind perpendicularly with each
other and form scDO (Figure 1d).31 In designing the 1DcDO
(Figure 1e), we added complementary sticky-end DNA staples
(sequences provided in the Supporting Information) at the ends
of the arms of scDOs such that the single DO units bind each
other only along one direction.

CNT Immobilization on Single Origami Constructs.The
srDO constructs were prepared for CNT binding by deleting
complements to short domains of the M13 plasmid at the two
short edges of the structure, giving these edges ssDNA-rich areas
which can immobilize and align SWCNTs at fixed distances with
a parallel orientation. Figure 2a is an illustrative diagram of srDO,
where green and red represent double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
and ssDNA portions of the srDO platform, respectively. The
black rod with red loops represents the ssDNA-wrapped
SWCNTs. Figure 2b,c illustrates binding geometries where
ssDNA-wrapped short and long CNTs self-assemble with srDO.
In the case of long CNTs, multiple srDOs could bind side-by-side
at high packing efficiency (high binding per length of CNT
available); however, this is not observed, presumably due to
electrostatic repulsion between origami constructs.
AFM topography images presented in Figure 2d−f show

SWCNTs successfully aligned on srDOs as designed. Although
we have observed moderate yield for CNTs attached on both
sides of srDO (12%, Table 1), one-side attachment (16%),
misplacement, and in some cases no attachment of CNTs were
also observed (Figure S1). One confounding aspect of the
current origami design is that there is a long ssDNA (1480bp)
loop on one of the long edges of the srDO construct, which leads
in many cases to this misplacement. An example of this
interference with alignment is shown in Figure 2g. Long CNTs
can accommodate more than one srDO (Figure 2h), and a small
number of single CNTs with a few srDO attached were also
observed (Figure S2). We posit that the ssDNA-rich edges of DO
provides multiple, geometrically stable binding sites which
compete effectively against the single-stranded solubilization

Figure 1. AFM images of (a) short SWCNTs, (b) long 6,5-SWCNTs,
(c) single rectangular DO (srDO), (d) single cross DO (scDO), and (e)
one-dimensional cross DO (1DcDO). Scale bar, 100 nm.

Figure 2. (Top) Schematic illustrations of (a) rectangular DO and b)
and c) represent the site-specific immobilization of ssDNA-wrapped (b)
short and (c) long CNTs onto srDO. (Bottom) AFM images of CNTs
self-assembled onto srDO: (d−f) two CNTs aligned at the edge of
srDO; (g) a third CNT immobilized onto the ssDNA loop at the bottom
of the srDO; and (h) two srDOs aligning two long 6,5-SWCNTs. Scale
bar, 100 nm.
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species for binding to CNTs via π−π interaction between the
bases of the ssDNA and CNTs.We have observed that binding of
CNTs to origami constructs can occur at room temperature;
however, thermal annealing enhances this process.
For testing CNT-DO site-specific immobilization phenomena

on more than two binding sites per DO, we used the scDO
platform. We prepared the scDO without staple strands
complementary to the M13 plasmid at each scDO edge (Figure
3a), which provides four extended binding sites for CNTs, as
illustrated in Figure 3b. As with the srDO, more than one cross
origami could bind with the long 6,5-SWCNTs (Figure 3c).
Figure 3d,e shows two CNTs successfully aligned on srDOs,
whereas Figure 3f,g shows one CNT aligned. Even though we
have observed moderate yield for CNTs attached on scDO (two
CNTs, 16%; one CNT, 23%; see Table 1), misalignment in the
scDO case is also driven by an unhybridized tail of excess single-
stranded plasmid DNA, a 544 bp loop not used in the design
(Figure 3a). The tail region causing this misalignment is often
obscured (Figure S3). When scDOs were annealed with long
CNTs, multiple scDOs attached to individual tubes, and in some
cases these multiple scDOs led to the parallel arrangement of
CNTs, as shown in Figure 3h. Multiple scDOs bound to long
CNTs were often observed (Figure S4a−c). With increasing
CNT concentration, the number of CNT-bound constructs
increased. However, agglomeration into extended networks of
cross-linked CNTs also increased, limiting the yield (Figure
S4d).
CNT Immobilization on 1D Array of Origami Con-

structs. Though we have shown some success in aligning two
long CNTs at fixed distances using either the srDO or the scDO
platform, the flexibility of CNTs is so great that periodic
reinforcement of their trajectory is necessary to ensure parallel
arrangement over long distances. To address this problem and
more accurately align the CNTs with specific distance gap, we
used 1DcDO prepared without complements to short domains
of the M13 plasmid at the edges of the arms of the cross not
involved in polymerization. These edges have ssDNA-rich areas
which can be used to bind SWCNTs at a fixed distance with
parallel orientation. Arrays of these origami presenting long
ssDNA-rich areas along two parallel edges enable strong
attachment of long CNTs on each side of 1DcDO, as shown
schematically in Figure 4a. AFM observation shows that long
CNTs were successfully aligned using these 1DcDO constructs.
In some cases, single CNTs bind along one edge of 1DcDO
constructs as well (Figure S5).
Quantitative analysis of the alignment yield of CNTs on DO

was performed, and the results are summarized in Table 1. While
12% of short srDO presents aligned CNTs bound to both srDO
sides, this rate is higher for scDO (16%). In the case of 1DcDO,
the yield is not readily quantified due to significant cross-linking

(CNTs bridging noncontiguous origami, as discussed below). An
estimate, based on limited observations, is that 2% of observed
origami are bound by two CNTs in the 1DcDO case. The yield
analysis presents only “simple” cases, i.e., those expected to be
less susceptible to experimental artifacts, particularly sampling
artifacts. Several caveats must accompany this yield listing,
because the sampling is not ideal. AFM is an excellent imaging
technique; however, when used in air imaging mode, AFM
depends on the ability of a mica surface to capture, in a manner
reflecting solution populations, objects of interest and to
maintain this binding through a rather vigorous, salt-removing
washing process. This constitutes an adhesion test which may
bias results toward objects of lower complexity and/or higher
planarity (greater surface contact). Particularly when longer

Table 1. Immobilization of SWCNTs onto Origamia

attachment sides

origami no. of binding sites SWCNT length no. of origami four three two one otherb

srDO 2 short 217 n/a n/a 26 (12%) 34 (16%) 157 (72%)
long 312 n/a n/a 6 (2%) 31 (10%) 275 (88%)

scDO 4 short 168 0 3 (2%) 28 (16%) 39 (23%) 98 (58%)
long 182 0 2 (1%) 18 (10%) 53 (29%) 109 (60%)

aWell-aligned CNTs on DO are counted only when attached tubes are parallel to appropriate edges of the origami construct. n/a = not applicable;
experiments were not attempted or outcomes were incompatible with the design. bFailed products, including misalignment, misplacement, or no
CNTs attached.

Figure 3. (Top) Schematic illustrations of (a) scDO and self-assembled
scDOs with (b) short CNTs and (c) long 6,5-SWCNTs. (Bottom) AFM
images of self-assembled scDOs with (d−g) short CNTs and (h) long
6,5-SWCNTs. Scale bar, 50 nm.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of self-assembled 1DcDO. (b) AFM
image of long 6,5-SWCNTs.
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CNTs or longer annealing times were used, “tangles”
(aggregates) were observed in this work (and reported in ref
13). These structures, which were not well imaged via AFM, are
3D random CNT networks with nodes defined by origami tiles.
Yields for samples containing these highly cross-linked long
nanotubes could not be reliably obtained. Such cross-linking/
networking was much less prominent when short nanotubes
were employed. Even in studies employing “short” nanotubes,
the four-armed system (scDO) may display, for example, no full
occupancy (four CNTs) instances due to (i) steric interference
effects (tubes interfering with the near approach of other tubes),
(ii) the attendant departure from planarity inherent in this form,
which may limit adherence of the construct to the surface of the
mica substrate, or (iii) kinetic effects, since only relatively short
reaction times were employed. In view of these many potential
artifacts, the yields in Table 1 may be lower limits, and with
enhanced experimental design, higher yields, even for quite
similar systems, may be anticipated.
Reported single-nanotube placement yields range from 50%14

to 27%,15 while yields for the placement of two tubes at two sites
have been reported to range from 50%13 to 5−6%.14,15 It is
interesting to note that, if yield is limited by kinetic factors, then
future experiments using immobilized origami, which are not
susceptible to aggregation, may provide a pathway to addressing
the large yield deficits, which strongly impacts the technological
applicability of any of these immobilization methods.
In summary, CNTs were successfully directed to self-assemble

and align at the edges of origami constructs with orientation and
distance of separation fixed by design. Two DO platforms with
different shapes and two different sizes of CNTs were used to
demonstrate this new mode of origami−CNT attachment under
nonstringent conditions. In this approach, DO edges have
ssDNA-rich sides which enable binding parallel to the edges via
π−π interactions between bases of the ssDNA and the CNTs. In
addition to working as a platform to align CNTs, the DO also
fixes the distance between the CNTs, as evidenced by the ability
of srDO and scDO to align CNTs at spacing of ∼100 nm. With
long CNTs, variable numbers of origami can be attached, at
variable separations. Multiple DOs were observed on single
tubes, and in some cases multiple single DO bridged two CNTs.
Remarkably, using a linear array of origami constructs, an
assembly consisting of two parallel CNTs was constrained to a
separation of ∼100 nm over a distance of more than 500 nm.
This result shows the beginnings of a future path to align
semiconductor or metallic CNTs at specific separations and
orientations using large DNA nanostructures, thus bridging the
nanometer tomicrometer size domains. Extension of this work in
our laboratory is directed toward development of opto-electronic
and electrochemical sensors.
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